
The Future of Public Sector 
is Here

Revolutionize the way your public sector institution runs
In the era of rapid technological change, the cloud is not only useful for backup and storage, but also 
crucial for future-proofing organizations and maintaining a competitive edge. Organizations moving mass 
amounts of data to the cloud can take advantage of the latest technology and get ahead of aging on-
premises infrastructure, putting them at the forefront of innovation. 

Migrating to the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud unlocks efficiencies and operational benefits that 
organizations never knew were possible. From lower costs to increased speed and automated operations, 
your organization can focus on core competencies and reimagine how they work and how they innovate.

Master every stage of cloud adoption
Lack of expertise and knowledge of the cloud causes public sector leaders to resist cloud migration, 
holding them back from all the benefits today’s cloud offers. But familiar applications and processes 
within the cloud enable your organization to get the job done while harnessing greater efficiency and 
lower costs and making the most of your existing investments, 

AWS offers 200+ services to support any cloud workload, enabling any [Government Agencies, 
Educational Institutions, and Nonprofit Organizations] to transition to the cloud and experience cost 
and speed efficiencies with minimal disruption to current workloads. Your organization can make 
improvements in productivity, agility, and operational resilience.
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About AWS Well-Architected - Lutech Cloud Village
It is a framework that helps cloud architects create secure, high-performance, resilient and efficient IT infrastructures for all types of 
business workloads.bu
Based on 5 pillars: operational excellence, security, reliability, performance efficiency and cost optimisation.



Achieve success with AWS tools and services
Innovation is hard to tackle alone. [Government Agencies, Educational Institutions, and Nonprofit 
Organizations] are increasingly turning to consulting firms to provide insight into their unique challenges. 
Knowledge sharing is critical to success in cloud migration and utilization. Access to expert sources enables 
businesses to focus on the core competencies at the heart of their business while gaining access to all that 
today’s cloud can offer. 

With AWS tools and services such as the Migration Evaluator, the Cloud Adoption Readiness Tool (CART), 
and the AWS Migration Hub, you can gather data-driven insights to help you develop a migration plan 
and track your progress. AWS and Lutech are committed to customer success before, during, and after 
migration to build a strong operational foundation that includes the latest security and compliance 
controls. The constant evolution of AWS tools and services is driven by customer feedback. This enables 
AWS to continually deliver improved features.

Lutech
Lutech Group, an AWS partner, offers customised paths and expert guidance for the cloud journey of its corporate 
customers. Using the expertise of our newly acquired BeeToBit experts and the tools provided by AWS, we can create an 
incremental path to digital transformation that is perfectly aligned with your business goals.
The approach used is a gradual development of projects focused on the resolution of a specific problem, starting from a 
strong consulting component.
The It architectures of the Public Administration are typically obsolete, the applications that enable the services are often 
misaligned and with poor usability interfaces. In this context, the use of a cloud paradigm in several projects developed by 
BeeToBit/Lutech Group has demonstrated its effectiveness.

Resources

AWS Cloud Migration

Learn more about migrating with AWS here..
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Lutech Resources

We offer customised pathways and expert 
guidance for the cloud journey of business 
customers.

Discover Lutech Cloud 
Village itineraries

https://aws.amazon.com/
 https://aws.amazon.com/cloud-migration/ 	
https://lutech.group/it/lutech-cloud-village#itinerari
https://lutech.group/it/lutech-cloud-village/il-cloud-per-la-pa
https://lutech.group/it/lutech-cloud-village



